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2016 was, on the whole, a good year for the business with record levels of turnover. The 
Order book is also strong having secured large projects at Canary Wharf and the Shell 
Centre. These project were due to start for us early in 2017 and both have been delayed 
which has caused a short term problem and we are actively seeking to fill the void.

We have been conducting workshops on the importance of Method Statements and Risk 
Assessments, please ensure that your read and understand these and most importantly do 
not undertake any task unless you feel safe.

It has always been a priority of ours to ensure that everyone returns home safely from 
work, please do what you can to ensure 2017 is incident free!

The success of PIP and it’s growth in becoming a leader in our industry is dependant on 
the quality of our staff and the standards they deliver.  I am pleased to say that PIP 
Operatives score high in customer satisfaction results for 2016 and we look for this 
positive trend to continue with scheduled training and learning events throughout 2017.

Gary Pascoe – PIP Managing Director
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Project Update
Viacom is a media company with offices in Camden, 
London. The 1.2m combined M&E project, consisted of 
infilling a courtyard within an existing property creating 5 
new office floors.  The scope of works included new HV & 
LV switchrooms with gas suppression and extract 
ventilation, M&E service risers, primary ventilation, lighting 
& power, air conditioning, domestic plumbing services, 
building management system, fire alarm and lighting 
control. Billy Craven (Electrical PM) and I were responsible 
for the delivery of the M&E services package with the CAD 
coordination lead by Alex Cue. 

PIP undertook full design and build responsibility including 
the management of BREEAM, Energy Performance 
information, Building Log Book and the usual Operation & 
Maintenance literature where support was provided by 
Tapfuma Masuku (Mechanical) and Dave Alston (Electrical) 
both of whom had a challenging remit to review and 
respond to the numerous design and administrative 
obligations that are associated with full design and build 
projects.

Due to structural issues a large cantilever section of the new 
building was delayed which had knock on effects to the roof 
works (including our Mechanical primary plant) and the 3rd

& 4th floor toilet blocks. This reduced our installation and 
commissioning time in these areas and proved the most 
challenging element in relation to delivery of the project.  
Nathan Futter, Site Manager headed up, a combined team 
of 30 operatives to ensure the project was successfully 
delivered on time.  During the snagging and handover 
elements both the Client Team and Faithdean relayed 
positive comments on the high standard of PIP’s installation.

Daryl Smyth – PIP Mechanical Project Manager

Virgin Active was carried
out with ISG as the main
contractor, and was an
extremely fast track 
project from start to finish.

Along with a superb team of
Electricians, Gary Neep, 
Design/CAD Team and myself, 
we delivered a project that involved many changes 
along the way on time, and that in itself created 
many challenges. 

Co-Ordination was at times almost impossible due 
To restrictions in ceiling heights and other services, 
but these were overcome with all of the PIP team 
working to find solutions in a pro-active manner to 
keep ahead of programme throughout.

Upon final inspections with the client, Virgin Active 
said this was by far the best quality installation that 
they had seen, and were highly complimentary on 
the standard of the installation, which is a credit to 
all of the PIP site team involved.

The majority of the project was an exposed 
installation, and included the installation of a 
package sub-station, sub mains cabling, roof 
mounted condensers, fire & voice alarms, DMX 
lighting systems.  Covering two floors the gym also 
included a Swimming Pool on Level 2 of the Building
& is now open to the public for all to enjoy!

Garry Merison – PIP Electrical Project Manager
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“The last 6 months has been a busy period for Quality, Health, Safety and Welfare, with all PIP Project 
Managers and Site Supervisors attending internal seminar’s .  The focus of these seminars was to 
reinforce PIP requirement and expectation, along with legal legislation in all areas of Health, Safety and 
Welfare.  

Communication is a key word across the workforce and is vital for a good health and safety culture.  
Hazards and Controls must be communicated and understood by all employees and non-employees 
affected by our work.  All employees have a duty to take reasonable care for the Health and Safety as an 
individual and of other persons who may be affected by his/her acts or omissions. 

If working conditions significantly change due to a change in working practices, equipment or 
environmental conditions, these changes must be communicated back to Project Manager or Site 
Supervisor. They can then evaluate the current method statement and risk assessments and introduce 
any extra controls if required.”

Mark Ashworth Reports ......

NEAR MISS REPORTING ................
What is a Near Miss?
The Health and Safety Executive defines a near miss as:
“Any Incident, Accident or Emergency Which Did Not Result In Injury” 

Why Should We All Report Near Misses?
Near miss should always be reported to prevent a recurrence and to identify any weaknesses in 
company procedures and over time could reveal a pattern from which lessons can be learnt. 
Any near miss should ne reported to the Project Manager or Site Supervisor so that they can take 
immediate action on site to prevent reoccurrence. The near miss and actions taken should then be 
passed to the Health and Safety Manager Kevin Stafford.  These can then be recorded so that any 
patterns can be identified and processes enhanced to improve Health and Safety across all of our sites.
The reporting of near misses will improve the Health and Safety culture across the company. If we can 
reduce near miss incidents, this will have a direct affect on minor injuries, serious injuries or fatalities in 
the future.



Health & Safety

The following Health and Safety Statistics have been issued by the HSE which detail the number of 
fatalities, serious accidents and cases of ill health at work for 2015/2016.  The detail in these statics 
stand as a stark reminder that  Construction  is still one of the most dangerous industries and Health & 
Safety  should be at the fore front of everyone's mind at all times.

144 Fatal injuries to workers
0.6 million Non-fatal injuries to workers
1.3 million        Workers suffering from a work related illness
30.4 million      Working days lost due to work related illness and non-fatal injuries

An Annual Cost of £14.1 billion was Spent on Work-Related Injury & New Cases of Ill Health

26% of fatal injuries were caused by falls from height
19% of fatal injuries were struck by moving vehicle
41% of work-related ill health was caused by musculoskeletal disorder
37% of work-related ill health was caused by stress, depression and anxiety

The fatal injuries were slightly higher than last year however there was a drop in RIDDOR reported non-
fatal injuries.  Falls from height is still the largest cause of fatality at work in Great Britain meaning that 
HSE inspectors will concentrate their efforts in this area.  Project managers, site supervisors and all 
other site staff are to ensure that the required precautions are put in place whilst working at height. 

First point of contact for Health, Safety, Welfare and Environment Issues 
PIP Safety Heath & Environmental booklet  is issued to all employees during induction training and is an excellent 
source of information and guidance. If you have any further questions please contact:
Mark Ashworth QSHE Manager M: 07471 226 178   Kevin Stafford Health & Safety Manager M: 07887  456 982
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Health & Safety News

Case Study
A real estate letting company was sentenced in November 2016 for safety breaches after a self-
employed builder suffered first and third degree burns to his face, hands, neck and chest.  The injured 
worker suffered an electric shock in October 2015 when he was carrying out work for the estate letting 
company.

The premises were being converted into a Sunbed and Beauty Salon. The usual supply for most 
domestic dwellings is 240v but because this supply was feeding both shop premises and residential flats 
a large supply was needed (400v). The company needed to carry out some preparatory work before the 
new supply could be installed.  This involved the digging out of a small trench in the hallway of the site 
so that a new electricity supply could be installed into the property.  While digging the trench the self-
employed builder struck the existing live service cable with the small breaker he was using.

The Health and Safety Executive prosecuted the firm for breaching Section 3 (1) of The Health and 
Safety at Work act 1974:
“It shall be the duty of every employer to conduct his undertakings in such a way as to ensure, so far 
as is reasonably practicable, that persons not in his employment who may be affected thereby are not 
thereby exposed to risks to their health or safety.”

The company was fined £53,000 with £654.60  legal costs by Leeds Magistrates Court.

The company should have conducted a suitable and sufficient risk assessment before the work started. 
This would have identified the buried cable and safety precautions could have been put in place to 
protect the self-employed builder.  In addition to these costs the self-employed builder will seek 
compensation from the letting agency because they have been found guilty for the incident in a criminal 
court.
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Health & Safety
Turn Off .... Wise Up .......
The Facts On Using Your Mobile Whilst Driving

Research indicates that using a mobile phone either hand-held or 
hand-free, can increase the chance of a crash, injuring or killing 
themselves and/or other people by up to four times.

Drivers who use a mobile phone, whether hand-held or hand-free:
• Are much less aware of what’s happening on the road around them
• Fail to see road signs
• Fail to maintain proper lane position and steady speed
• Are more likely to tailgate the vehicle in front
• React more slowly and take longer to brake
• Feel more stressed and frustrated

Common belief is that it is ok and within the law to use your mobile phone in a car with hand-free 
technology, this is not always the case! Depending on the individual circumstances a driver can be 
charged with ‘failing to have proper control of their vehicle’.  The police may check phone records when 
investigating serious or fatal crashes.  PIP will co-operate fully with any police investigation.

Being caught using your mobile phone can occur 3 point penalty and a fine of £100, you could be asked 
to attend court and you could be disqualified from driving with a maximum fine of £1,000.  
A current review of 2017 proposes changes of 6 points and a on the spot fine of £200.

CASE STUDY
A lorry driver was convicted of four counts of death by dangerous driving in October 2016 and was 
sentenced to ten years in prison.  At the time of the crash he was using his mobile phone; he failed to 
see that the traffic had stopped and ploughed into stationary vehicles, resulting in the fatalities. 

PIP POLICY
Whilst the vehicle is in motion the DRIVER MUST NOT:  Use a mobile telephone or any other electronic 
communication device; the only exception is to make a 999 call for a genuine emergency when it is 
unsafe to stop.  (Note: It has been stated by the Attorney General that ‘Any mobile phone use at the time of a fatal accident, 
whether hands free or not, will result in prosecution for death by dangerous driving’).
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Environmental
Site Waste Management, Securing A Brighter Future

PIP as a company, is committed to minimising the 
amount of waste that we produce and ensuring that as 
much waste as possible is recycled reducing the 
amount sent to landfill.  

Good Waste Management and Control is Essential to 
Fulfil this Commitment.

The Project Manager will ensure:

• All waste is stored and disposed of responsibly
• That it is only handled or dealt with by individuals or 

companies that are authorised to deal with it 
• A record is kept of all waste received or transferred

via a system of signed waste transfer notes. 

Waste transfer notes must be kept for a period of two 
years and where the Company are the producer of the 
waste they should be returned to the Health & Safety 
Manager on completion of the project. Where the 
Company is working as a sub-contractor and the main 
contractor is arranging for disposal of waste produced 
by the Company we remain responsible for those 
waste under the Duty of Care. The Project Manager 
will make all personnel and contractors are aware of 
the arrangements and their duty of care regarding 
waste disposal.

PIP will recycle products to reduce the amount of 
waste going to landfill; part of this recycling process 
is the recycling of scrap metal that is removed from 
site. Legislation covers the transfer of waste and the 
recycling of scrap metal; these are The Waste 
(England and Wales) regulations 2012 and Scrap 
Dealers Act 2013. 

PIP has the following procedure in place to comply 
with these legislations when scrap metal is 
removed from site. 

PIP Electrics hold a Waste Carriage Licence 
meaning:                                

Scrap Metal is ONLY to be Removed from Site by 
the PIP Delivery Van

*  The Project Manager or Site Supervisor are to 
arrange collection from site through the   
purchasing department

*  Purchasing will schedule a collection time and  
inform the Project Manager or Site Supervisor

*  The Van Driver collects scrap metal and delivers 
to the approved PIP licensed dealer

*  Payment (cheque) and waste transfer note is 
collected by the diver and returned to Fenton
House

*  Finance to retain a copy of the waste transfer 
note for 2 years

If you have any questions regarding this process or 
the transfer of waste please contact
PIP QSHE Manager Mark Ashworth or the H&S 
Manager Kevin Stafford. 

PIONEER
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Quality and Technical Update

RCD Protection 
by Peter Cooper PIP Quality & Commissioning Manager
There is some confusion on site whether there is a need for RCD protection for certain circuits.  Countless times I 
have heard “but we’ve never protected that with an RCD before”.  This doesn’t mean that it is correct though.  It 
has also been noted that socket circuits have been connected into distribution boards without RCD protection, 
and when asked why a RCD was not fitted, the response is always the same, “I wasn’t given one to fit”. 
The correct answer to this confusion is that All Equipment operated by general sockets and lighting switches 
must be RCD protected either at the accessory or at source via RCBO. When installing the circuits that will later 
be terminated into a distribution board:

• Check the circuit schedule that will be supplied by the Project Manager
• Make a note of what it is going to be used for; sockets, outside lighting, lighting with mains voltage  

switching any circuit located within a shower/changing room which all need RCD protection
• Check the rating required

If you do not have the suitable RCBO it is likely that you do not have the correct equipment. Installing an MCB and 
changing it later is not the answer and it just costs everyone involved a lot of time and money. 

Regulation 411.3.3 states. 
In AC systems, additional protection by means of an RCD in accordance with regulation 415.1 shall be provided 
for:

(1) Socket outlets with a rated current not exceeding than 20Amps (meaning the fuse size in the paired plug not 
the rating of the circuit breaker in the distribution board), and 

(2) Mobile equipment with a current rating not exceeding 32Amps for use outdoors. 

This covers socket outlets for general use which include wall sockets, floor boxes and the like. 
Commando sockets for comms cabinets within a comms room on the other hand, require that an RCD is not 
fitted, due to the inherent risk of nuisance tripping because of the large amount of earth leakage generated. 
Always consider where the cable has been run, and through what. Can you guarantee that the cable is more than 
50mm from the surface of both sides of the wall or partition (Reg 522.6.202)? Can you say the same for the floor 
or ceiling (Reg 522.6.201)? You could use an earthed metallic sheathed cable (Flexi shield or SWA) or run your 
cables within an earthed metallic wiring system (metal conduit). Considerations are starting to mount up! 
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PIP have also worked in the construction of a number of fitness 
centres. This has 5 special locations involved in one job and with 
that, more considerations of whether to use RCD protection. 
The first are the changing rooms. Regulation 701.411.3.3 states that 
(the short version) all circuits for the use within shall be protected 
via one or more RCDs and any circuit passing through zone one and 
or zone two shall be protected via one or more RCDs. 

The same can be said for swimming pools (Regulation 
702.410.3.4.1) as well as for saunas with the exception of the 
sauna heater unless specified by the sauna heater manufacturer 
(which it normally does)(Regulation 703.411.3.3).  The same again 
with the use of floor or ceiling heating systems.  RCD protection 
applies (Regulation 753.411.3.2 and 753.415.1). 

A location that we are all involved in are Construction Sites, 
whether that be on site or in the site offices. 
Section 704 of BS7671 deals with Construction Sites and it tends 
to bounce you around the Regs book quite a bit, but in the end 
you return to the same places you do for other locations 
mentioned above and that means you need to put an RCD on it. 

At the end of it all, when you’ve been ping ponged around the 
Regs book to find out whether you need RCD protection, you come 
to realise, that in a lot of cases, the answers that you get, aren’t 
quite what you are looking for because some Regs only half 
answer your question. You’ve built up a picture of your question in 
small sections and had those answered, most of the time you end 
up protecting your circuit with an RCD unless it is a mechanical 
supply, data rack or supply to lighting via a control system. 

In conclusion - There is a regulation that I found that sums it all 
up for me and will help you also: 
Regulation 415.1.1 states the use of RCD’s with a residual 
operating current not exceeding 30mA and an operating time 
not exceeding 40ms at a residual current of 5x is recognized in AC 
systems as additional protection in the event of failure of the 
provision for basic protection and/or the provision for fault 
protection or careless users. 

Quick Points
ONE - It has been noted that impact
drivers are being used to 
tighten terminal screws on 
some sights. An MCB or RCBO 
can only be tightened to a 
torque of around 15Nm before 
there is a possibility of 
damaging the terminal or the 
inner workings of the circuit 
breaker. On average an impact 
driver tightens to around 
180Nm. Which in short means 
that the circuit breaker possibly 
won’t work when you need it to. 
TWO - Like the above point, there  
have been quite a few times when it 
has been noted that when people use 
worn out/old screw drivers the 
terminations are not tight. So much so 
that on a few occasions cables have 
been known to fall out of the terminal 
when lightly pulled. 

Look Out For... 
Benchmark Folder’s appearing in 
offices and in site boxes.

The New Edition of the White Book  is 
now in circulation, anybody wanting a 
copy should contact Fenton House or 
HX, a signature to acknowledge 
receipt of issue will be required.
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Work & Play

Dragon Boat Festival July 2016

It was the perfect English summer’s evening for messing about on 
the water.  At the end of a  busy week in the heart of Canary Wharf, 
crowds gathered at the Docklands Watersports & Sailing Club to 
witness the competitive onslaught of grown men & women 
destined to take their boat and company name onto the leader 
board.  

A 10 strong PIP crew raced a 30ft boat, down the wharf waters to 
the roar of supporting crowds of colleagues, friends & family.  
Fuelled with self believe and praying that the light winds were on 
their side, a nail biting wait for qualifying times sadly concluded the 
competition was high and a qualification to the beer and burgers 
beckoned!

CWCF was established 14 years ago and raises funds on behalf of 
local & national causes including:  Building Lives, Demelza Children's 
Hospice, The Lighthouse Club, Teenage Cancer Trust, Great Ormond 
St, The Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, Rehab Uk, Royal Society 
for the Prevention of Accidents and many, many, more worthy 
causes.

Team talk and a little Dutch courage to 
settle the nerves.

Back to the drawing board for 2017!.

Peter Cooper – Quality & Commissioning Manager (HX)
James Smart – CAD (HX)
Darren Taylor – PIP Electrical PM (HX)
Laurence Conway – Design Manager (HX)
Charmaine Dormon – Admin (HX & FH)
Matt Allgrove – Purchasing (FH)
Tony Angell – Design Manager (FH)

PIP welcome all those that have 
recently joined the growing team 
of at both Fenton House and 
Harbour Exchange.  . . . . . .
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To Have& To Hold.....

Love was truly in the air at Fenton House, when 
2016 saw two of it’s gorgeous girls say those magic 
words which changed the rest of their lives.  Jodie Buck 
aka Mrs Leeson & Barbara Kepska aka Mrs Buczek both 
tied the knot to long term partners Daniel & Rafal.
PIP to the core, both Jodie and Barbara planned, 
executed and delivered magical and memorable days, 
shared with friends and family wishing them well .......

Project:  Barbara & Rafal’s Wedding
Location:  Langtons Registry Office
Date: 18th June 2016
Duration of Project: 15 weeks
Value:  Incalculable, Priceless, Precious

Project: Jodie & Daniel’s Wedding
Location: Layer Marney Tower
Date: 1st September 2016
Duration of Project: 80 weeks
Value: Priceless

What do we really know 
about those we work with?  
PIONEER takes it’s
Q & A’s to Steve Brewer 
who’s response may or may 
not surprise you.....

Q. What is the prize possession you value 
above all others?

A. My Children

Q. What is your one temptation you can’t 
resisit?

A. Chocolate

Q. What activity would you do if you were 
the invisible man for a day?

A. Play for England

Q. What pet hate makes your hackles rise?
A. Underachievers

Q. What figure of history would you most 
like to buy a pie & a pint?

A. Bobby Moore

Q. What piece of wisdom would you pass to 
a child?

A. Never have any regrets

Q. The philosophy that underpins your life?
A. Live every day like it’s your last

Q. If you won the lottery, what would be the 
first thing you bought?

A. Another Ferrari

Q. What period of life would you time travel 
to?

A.  The 60’s (although I was too young to 
remember!!)
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Work & Play

A Thank You from Our Fenton Champ!

As many of you watched 
Rob Janeway, PIP Estimator, 
take on his last fight in the 
Fit Out & Construction 
Boxing Challenge last 
November, we are pleased 
to say he survived relatively 
unscathed to pass on his 
thanks....

“  I’ve just been given the great news that the money 
raised by me boxing on the night towards my Charity is 
£1,424.00. Unbelievable!!   So to everyone that donated, 
bought raffle tickets and attended the show....Thank you! 
If you’re not aware I donate all the money I raise from 
boxing to Charity and especially to a young local lad called 
Leon Johnson who has Cerebral Palsy, Leon needs constant 
physio and 24hr care but also a potential life changing 
operation that will cost £70K.  Many thanks once again to 
everyone's kind generosity”.

Congratulations to Dawn Stirling from PIP’s Accounts 
Department who completed the SHINE NIGHT WALK
for Cancer Research.  Dawn strutted the streets of 
London with family and hundreds of other buoyant 
walkers raising a personal £600 for a fantastic charity.  

Starting from Southwark Park on Saturday evening of 
the 24th September and finishing in 10 ½ hours  on 
Sunday morning a full marathon later at Old 
Billingsgate, Dawn was pleased to see her slippers and 
a hot cuppa! 

Crossed Wires???
Know your twin & earth from your sheathed cable?  
Be the first to send a correct copy of the Wiring  
Word search to Claire Horne and your receive a 
bottle of fizz!! 

C S D N A L G Y A R T M T N S
A O N O I T C N U J I U I N I
R W N Q C S C S T C N L E E N

M P S D S E T E C I O T S G G

O N B H U S O C R J I I D C L
U O U X O I A O O B T C O C E 

R I N J G B T R A A A O R O C

E T I P L M I T I N N R D P O

D A S E E E S A W J I E E P R

C L T N R A L U D O M C D E E
A U R C O S V B I S R A A R C

B S U H R V L E S D E B E C A

L N T R U N K I N G T L R L B
E I S P A C D N E E H A L
D A E L H T R A E A W S T D E

SELV
Single Core Cable
Earth Lead
Trunking
Conduit

Unitstrut
Tray
Threaded Rod
End Caps
Copper Clad

MICC Cable
Ties
Modular
Armoured Cable
SWA

Glands
Banjos
Insulation
Termination
Junction
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Head Office:
Fenton House, Fenton Way, Southfields 

Business Park, Basildon Essex, SS15 6TD
London  Office:  

1 Exchange Tower, Harbour Exchange, 
London E14 9GE

Tel: 01268 541 651
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